M ID LA N D L O C K E R S AND O T H E R F U R N IT U R E
FO R T H E S E T T L E -C A R L IS L E RAILW AY
David Jones and Sarah Medlam
This article might be said to be Christopher Gilbert’s latest contribution to furniture
studies, because it was his enthusiasm that was its inspiration. Christopher had long
been a loyal supporter of the Friends of the Settle-Carlisle railway line. Not only was he
strongly committed in principle to the ideal of public transport, and to railways in
particular, but this line had an especial appeal to him because it had been built through
an area of remote countryside in North Yorkshire and Cumbria that Christopher knew
well and loved greatly. In May 1996 a letter from him appeared in the Friends of the
Settle-Carlisle Line magazine making a plea that members should inventory and
investigate the remaining furniture in structures along the line.1 It is not clear how
many replies he received, but one of the present authors (whom he almost certainly
never suspected of being a fellow member) offered support for a joint project. Other
more vital projects took the energy that was left him from his failing health and the
survey was never pursued. After his death it seemed proper that a study should be
undertaken in his memory, to document the varied survivors of this scheme of
institutional furnishing, to encourage others to develop this branch of furniture history
and in the hope that this now flourishing line could be encouraged to look after its
furniture as carefully as it now looks after its structures. This survey is based on work
undertaken in June 1999 to record furniture at Settle and Appleby stations (the only
two still staffed and furnished) and at three representative signal boxes (Hellifield,
Settle Junction and Garsdale).
Christopher was quite right to be concerned. Railway furniture has never received
the kind of minute and loving (even obsessive) attention that locomotives or carriages,
or even signalling have received. It was salutary, as part of the preparation of this
article, to arrive at the library of the National Railway Museum at York and to find
that the only entry under ‘Furniture’ in their card index, was for Christopher’s own
chapter in his book English Vernacular furniture}
However, a fortuitous combination of neglect and preservation effort has ensured
the survival of a number of pieces of the furniture made between 1876 and 1950 for the
Midland Railway Settle-Carlisle route. Several pieces may be survivals from 1876, the
year that passenger traffic began on the line and, remarkably, they are still in daily use.
The repertoire has a varied range and shows how a railway company rose to the
challenge of providing furniture for a set of completely new public and working spaces
during the second half of the nineteenth century.
TH E M ID L A N D R A IL W A Y

The Midland Railway was the largest of the 366 authorised railway companies
operating in the United Kingdom in 1865 and, from its base in Derby, undoubtedly the
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most territorially ambitious. It had started in 1833 as the Midland Counties Railway
Company, initially connecting Leicester, Nottingham and Derby, but the network
spread rapidly to Birmingham, London, the West of England and York. From about
i860, the company’s main drive had been to capture the lucrative Scottish passenger
and freight traffic, the value of which had been estimated in that year as more than
£i,5oo,ooo.3 T o do this the Midland had to establish a new, independent main line
northwards to Carlisle and from there onwards to the Scottish border. The resulting
seventy-two mile Settle-Carlisle line was one of the great railway engineering feats of
the nineteenth century, carving its way through the northern Pennines at high altitude
and requiring the construction of twenty major viaducts and fourteen tunnels. Twenty
stations were built along the line, and of these ten are still in use, though only two
(Settle and Appleby) are now staffed stations with furnished interiors. Stations were
categorised as small, medium or large, depending on their passenger status and were
built to one of three standard designs supplied by the company architect. Signal boxes
were constructed according to a standard Midland Railway pattern.
Of all the large railway companies of the second half of the nineteenth century, it
was the Midland that most successfully used design to make lavish provision for its
passengers as an inducement to travel. The company was noted for its fine architecture
and the elegant design of its locomotives and carriages. It was the first to offer
upholstered carriages to third class passengers and the first to introduce Pullman
carriages into Britain.4 One railway writer has noted, ‘The company looked after its
passengers well beyond contemporary limits of commercial interest, almost to the point
of benevolence according to its rivals’ .5
S T A T IO N A R C H IT E C T U R E

Railway stations built in the 1820s and 1830s were makeshift structures that were
sometimes adapted from existing buildings such as small houses, wayside inns, or even
timber huts. At the smaller, intermediate stopping places there was often no station
building at all; passengers had to buy their tickets from a local inn, as stage coach
passengers had done since the beginning of the eighteenth century. The building of
public stations placed at regular intervals along a line and constructed according to a
basic company style, began, as did railways themselves, in the North of England. The
first railway to build stations at all its intermediate stopping places was the Newcastle
and Carlisle Railway (opened in stages from 1836 and fully opened in September 1838).
These stations were built in an unembellished vernacular style as, for example,
Brampton Junction, which was opened in 1838. One of the earliest surviving purposebuilt stations was Heighington on the Stockton and Darlington Railway. This was also
built to a basic cottage formula.
The Midland Railway, many years later, followed this northern tradition for the
Settle-Carlisle line but with some aggrandisement of the vernacular tradition for what
was by the 1870s a well-established building form with strict requirements for both
passengers and staff. The Settle-Carlisle stations were derived from cottage architecture,
with picturesque pointed gables. Local stone was used for each building, so that the
stations at the northern end of the line were built in Eden Valley red sandstone, while
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others were built in red brick with paler sandstone dressings, or in yellow freestone at
the southern end of the line.6 Local Dent marble was used for waiting room and ticket

office chimneypieces with impressive effect.7 The railway journalist ‘Strephon’ was

aware of this deliberate vernacular emphasis when he remarked upon the appearance
of Settle station shortly after its completion, in his Midland Railway Sketches (1876):
‘Like all the stations on the Settle and Carlisle Branch, the passenger department is
distinguished for its unpretentious architectural beauty and solid durability of
appearance.’8 The single storey, twin pavilion format with central booking hall and
decorative barge boards was a formula that was employed in other areas of the Midland
network for stations built under the aegis of the engineer J C Crossley until 1878.9 For
the stations of the Settle-Carlisle line the designs were by John Holloway Sanders
(1826-84). He produced drawings for three different sizes of station, all to a similar
basic design (Figure i).10 In deference to the harsh winter weather in these high areas,
the pitched roofs of these stations were steeper than those designed for other areas, to
help with casting off excessive snowfall.11 The effect is to increase the picturesque
qualities of these sturdy small buildings. Although several of the surviving stations are
now converted to private use, the exteriors of nearly all of them retain their original
detailing. This varies from station to station because they were built by three different
contractors, but all are still clearly to Sanders’ basic pattern.

S T A T IO N

F U R N IS H IN G S

In the lack of an obvious model or precedent for its form, railway station furniture was
similar to railway architecture, though by the 1870s a widespread synthesis of influences
had been accepted as ‘railway style’. Forms for particular items had been drawn from
different existing traditions according to their suitability and economy, resulting in a
complex hybrid vocabulary in which elements of the country house, the hotel, the
vernacular cottage and the wayside inn can be seen. Standardised ‘company’ designs
were mixed with local vernacular influences.
The booking halls in the larger stations (Settle and Appleby) appear to have fused
the formality of a country house hall or grand hotel entrance, with the practicality and
relative comfort found in the public drinking room of an inn. At Appleby the placement
of a large circular pedestal table (Figure 2) in the centre of a square room, visible
immediately upon entry, echoes country house practice. The effect is heightened by the
very conservative design of the table that survives at Appleby. Divorced from its setting
the table might be dated as early as 1840. Its design is a continuation from the round
pedestal tables that were first fashionable in Britain in the Regency period. Such tables
were, however, in appropriate quality, found also in the parlours of country inns. In his
Encyclopaedia of 1833 John Claudius Loudon stated that the furniture of the bar
parlour in a typical inn ‘consists chiefly of two or three chairs with a common round
table, a work table and a bureau or writing desk. There is also generally a clock’.12 This
is remarkably similar to the apparent furnishing formula of the waiting halls in the
Settle-Carlisle stations. At Settle station it is a rectangular table that survives (Figure 3).
This piece is, in fact, an ‘incomer’ from the Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway, probably
from the now unstaffed station at Hellifield, where the Lancashire & Yorkshire Railway
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Design for the ‘N o . i ’ stations built for the market towns of Appleby, Kirkby Stephen and
Settle
Public Record Office, Kew

opened its joint station with the Midland on i June 1880.13 This table is a handsome
example of railway furniture, solidly built in mahogany and branded underneath
‘L & Y ’. Its similarity in rounded block corners to the frieze and in the turnings of its
legs, to another table with the same brand in a private collection, confirms that it was a
standard pattern of the company. But made by whom and where? This universal
problem of the anonymity of railway furniture will be discussed below.
It is possible that these waiting halls once contained a number of single chairs that
would have enabled travellers to sit at the tables provided, but in 1999 no nineteenth
century chairs appeared to survive along the route. However, the minimum provision
of seating in stations is clear from the section through the original design for the
stations (Figure 4). This shows ample settle-type seating fitted along three sides of the
square, stone-flagged halls. Thankfully, at both stations, all of this seating survives,
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z. Circular centre table,
Appleby station waiting hall.
Veneered in mahogany on a
carcase of pine, with
leathercloth insert on top
surface

3. Rectangular table with two drawers, waiting hall, Settle station. This table is
stamped underneath the top ‘L & Y ’ for the Lancashire and Yorkshire Railw ay.
Possibly originally made for Hellifield Station, about 1880
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both in the main station buildings and in the waiting shelters built on the opposite
platforms. For this ‘furniture’ the provider is clear. It must have formed part of the

contract for the building of the stations and would have been made by the joiners
employed by the three different firms who undertook the building at different sites.14 It
is not, therefore, unpredictable, that this seating reflects some specific local traditions.
For example, the high-backed settle fitted in the ladies’ waiting room at Kirkby Stephen
(not now used for railway passengers, although the station remains open) resembles the
‘heck seat’ that was such a feature of the sitting rooms of North Yorkshire cottages and
alehouses. The heck took the form of a wooden partition supporting a fixed seat, the
back of which was positioned immediately beside the entrance door. This formed a
screen between the door and the hearth, thus protecting the sitter from icy draughts.
Figure 5 shows the architectural function of the high backed waiting room settle, which
effectively divided the small room into entrance corridor and hearth area and provided
privacy for lady travellers.
The movable waiting room benches that were provided additionally in the ladies’
and gentlemen’s waiting rooms on the Settle-Carlisle stations fall into a different
category.15 These are long benches without arms (called ‘forms’ in Yorkshire dialect)
constructed of stained and varnished hardwood with bulbous turned legs and stuffedover, heavily sprung seats covered in leathercloth. Their broad, flat top-rails are incised
‘M R ’ in gothic lettering (Figure 6). In their construction, these waiting room seats bear
a family resemblance to those used by other companies; for reference, a good
representative collection can be seen in the National Railway Museum in York.16 The
Midland Railway benches have distinctively low seat frames and particularly robust
rails and stiles. They belong to a general category of Victorian commercial furniture
made in large urban centres and following styles that are in general highly simplified
forms of historical styles. In this case, the turned legs and the deep top rail of the back,
crossing the back uprights rather than running between them, harks back, like the
table, to classical designs that originated in the Regency. This pattern of bench was
supplied to many stations of the Midland Railway. Were they supplied from one central
source or were they made by a number of contractors to an agreed pattern? We know
from the Midland Railway stores schedules that patterns were supplied for many items
for which firms were invited to tender.17 Unfortunately none of the known examples
carry stamps or marks that indicate their place of origin.
On the platforms, passengers were provided with cast-iron bench seats in rustic,
branchy pattern. The one now on Appleby down platform still shows the crimson lake
or ‘Midland Red’ under the current brown paint (Figure 7). This pattern of bench was
used throughout the Midland network and occasionally by other companies.18 The
benches were supplied by Andrew Handyside 8c Co. Ironfounders of Derby, the
headquarters city of the Midland Railway.19 It may have been Handyside 8c Co. also
who also supplied the cast-iron ‘privacy screen’ in front of the ticket windows in the
main waiting halls (Figure 8). These hip-high screens appear to have been developed
specifically for the crowded interiors of railway stations. They served to keep the queue
of people waiting from pressing too closely against the person conducting business
through the ticket-office window. Sadly, the one originally provided for Settle has
already been lost.
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S ection
4. Section through design for a ‘N o . i ’
station on the Settle Carlisle line, showing the
fitted seating in the waiting halls
Public Record Office, Kew
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Fixed wooden settle in the Ladies’ Waiting
Room , Kirkby Stephen station.
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Waiting room bench, the top rail incised with the initials ‘M R ’ in Gothic script, the seat
upholstered in leathercloth

Platform bench o f cast iron in rustic pattern supplied to the Midland R ailw ay by Andrew
Handyside & C o ., Derby
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8. Privacy screen in cast-iron from the
waiting hall at Appleby station

It is very difficult to determine how much furniture, if any, was manufactured by the
Midland Railway Company itself. The provision of the cast-iron benches by Handyside
& Co. is a rare piece of certain documentation. A lengthy search through the archives
of the company in the PRO and elsewhere has yielded almost no information on
movable furnishing. Wartime damage destroyed some of the company records at Derby
and it is possible that this material was amongst the documents destroyed. The
frustrating part of the search is that the answer should all be there. The Midland
Railway concerns were carefully documented yet almost nowhere in the minutes of the
committees can references to the source of furniture be found. The Settle and Carlisle
Construction Committee dealt with the difficult and lengthy task of building the line.
When station buildings were complete they were handed over to the Ways and Means
Committee. References in the minutes of this committee are made to the Stores
Department supplying such useful equipment as cart weighing machines for stations.20
In the minutes of the Ways and Means Committee for this year there is only one
reference to furniture, for pieces to be supplied by Illingworth Brothers for the new
office for the Secretary at Derby, but nothing for the Settle-Carlisle line.21 Turning to
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the minutes of the Stores Committee, 1874 —76, there is renewed hope, but no answers
are found. The discussions of the committee covered a very wide range of issues, from
teak blocks for flooring the station approaches to patent rubber springs for the carriage
works. It is probable that some of the answer lies in the very large amounts of materials
that the Stores Committee acquired. Fifty thousand feet of mahogany panels were to be
bought in May 1877 form Mr W. Bloore of Vauxhall, London. A fortnight later,
samples of horsehair were submitted (to be bought in quantities of 6 and 10 tons at a
time). Other entries record the purchase of clocks, spring blind rollers, cabin stoves and
carriage roof linen.22 Clearly the Stores Committee was buying on a large scale for the
Carriage and Wagon Works where fitted joinery and specialist upholstery would have
been thriving trades. It is possible of course that much of the furniture was simply made
in the Derby works but so far it has been impossible to prove or disprove this. Some
evidence in favour of the theory is to be found in Midland Railway Sketches (1876),
quoted above. The writer, ‘Strephon’ , who had worked for the company before illhealth had caused him to give up his job, writes of the new carriage and wagon works
at Derby:
These new shops occupy an immense area. Fifty acres o f ground were purchased for their site, and
the shops occupy and actual area of something like twelve acres . . . I may note that the woodw ork
shops comprise a saw mill and woodcutting shop, the dimensions o f which are 320 feet by
220 fe e t. . .

The same writer, however, underlines the importance and inclusiveness of the Stores
Department:
It is a vast Compton House, where almost everything is kept in stock, from a pin to a crowbar. It is
a mammoth clothing establishment, a great hardware shop and a large furnishing mart . . . But
every article, small or stupendous, is stamped with those omnipotent initials, “ M .R .” The mighty
monogram is alike worked on the porters’ unfragrant fustian, and on the hearth rug o f the firstclass waiting room; it is stamped on the carriage foot warmer and the penny lead pencil.23

The Midland archive at the PRO includes a ‘Contract for General Stores’ for 1867 and
clearly this was a yearly compilation of which sadly this appears to be the only survivor.
The entries give a detailed view of what was held and dispensed by the stores a few
years before the building of the Settle-Carlisle line. The tables of prices tendered are
comprehensive, covering everything from mazarine blue curtain cloth to bunting, coke
shovels to dandy brushes, and large amounts of timber.24 For furniture historians
though, pickings are poor, but from it we do find that oak patterned Brussels carpet
was supplied by E. Hughes of Kidderminster at 3/yd. per yard, with hearth rugs in ‘oak
and crimson’ at 18/2d. each.25 Absolutely the only entry for wooden furniture is for
Office Stools (birch) Seat stuffed with 1^ lb best Curled Horse Hair, each 9/These were to be supplied by R. Radford, Derby. This entry is intriguing. It is for one
of the simplest items of furniture used on the railway and yet it was bought in. This
leaves the matter of what furniture might have been made in the company’s workshops
even more questionable.
Aside from the grander furniture to be bought from the Illingworth Brothers, there is
only one firm whose activities as furnishing contractors to the Midland Railway has
been clearly established. The stamp or ivorine label of the firm of John Jones of Derby
has been found on a number of mahogany chairs made for Midland Railway stations
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9.

Counter and cupboards fitted to the station master’s office at Settle station

in the late nineteenth century, though the dating of individual chairs is complicated as
so often in the study of railway furniture, by the highly conservative nature of the
design. Jones started out at 14, Market Place, Derby, in about 1868, as a cabinet maker
and upholsterer. In 1891 he advertised the company’s works in Derby Illustrated,
indicating that the firm operated a sizeable steam-powered factory at Abbey Street,
Derby. By 1898 they had expanded to fill a much larger site on the City Road and they
maintained shops at various locations in the city centre until the business closed in
about 1950. Whether or not Jones had any hand in the making of furniture for the
Settle-Carlisle line cannot, at this time, be established.

F U R N IT U R E F O R O F F IC E S

Furniture for staff use was another aspect of Midland provision for the line that is still
strongly represented at Appleby and Settle, where the original station masters’ offices
are still used for all station business. The fitted counters that originally ran along two
sides of the room survive in each case on the long wall of the ticket window, though
elsewhere in the room the fitted counters and pigeonholes above have been adapted and
augmented in various re-fittings. Figure 9 shows the counter at Settle, with its ranks of
drawers, including the original fitted ticket drawer, one here shown pulled out. These
fittings, like the seating, must have been the responsibility of the original contractors,
as they are clearly marked on the drawings. The joinery is of high quality, with strong
panelled doors to all the cupboards, detailed with chamfered edges. The inside of the
doors shows that all the pine woodwork was varnished in a rich reddish brown. The
counters themselves are in mahogany, in single very wide planks. The recessed brass
handles suggest a design conceived for a busy office with much movement of clerks and
porters. One of the two large drawers immediately below the ticket window is fitted
with turned tills in sycamore.26
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Garsdale signal box, built to the standard Midland Railw ay pattern, 19 10

F U R N IT U R E FO R S IG N A L B O X E S A N D O T H E R B U IL D IN G S

Signal boxes form another important group of survivors on the Settle-Carlisle line and
in these utilitarian structures furnishings survive in astonishing completeness. Like
stations, signal boxes were new building types that began to be developed in the 1830s.
They were designed primarily to hold the lever frame that operates the points and the
telegraphic equipment that allows the signalman to keep in constant contact with his
colleagues up and down the line. They also serve as working and living space for
signalmen. When a line is working round the clock, a crew of three are needed to man
each box in three separate shifts. Though some signal boxes may be adjacent to
stations, others, and particularly on this remote line, may be far from settlements and
even roads, so signal boxes must provide a degree of comfort for those working in them
for long shifts during which there is no time for a formal break.
On the Settle-Carlisle line the signal boxes are a generation younger than the stations.
Most of them were replaced in the early twentieth century (Garsdale in 1910, Settle
Junction in 1913).27 However, the basic design of Midland signal boxes did not alter
between 1870 and 1929 though it went through four editions and it is clear that the
replacement of boxes to deal with ever-expanding traffic was a relatively frequent
occurrence (Figure 10) This late dating of the signal boxes on the Settle-Carlisle line
makes their furnishings even more interesting for their continuation of what must have
become traditional forms for the building type and in turn for the company. Because
they were not public buildings their interiors and furnishings were rudimentary, but
they can be seen to follow a distinct pattern that is not unconnected to a long tradition
of male working and living spaces such as the farm worker or fisherman’s bothy.29 The
layout of furniture within the box is dictated by the space occupied by the frame,
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running either under the window which occupies the whole of the front of the box, or
against the back wall, sometimes with a curve-topped footboard running along its front

edge to give the signalman some purchase when pulling the heavy levers. For obvious

practical reasons the living area of a box is usually at the far end from the door, and the
arrangement of furniture is carefully considered to keep sight lines clear to the clock,
all the telegraph instruments and to as much as possible of the track, and to allow a
clear working space in front of the frame (Figure n ).
Opposite the frame is arguably the most important piece of furniture in a signal box,
the register desk. This, at which every transmission and receipt of a signal is recorded,
and the passage of every train, is usually of high, slope-top form raised on four tapering
legs united by stretchers. Figure n shows the desk at Garsdale signal box, of precisely
this form. A more modest version supported on brackets from the wall was found in
the Hellifield box. In that case the box is set between the lines of the junction and for
that reason a small window is sited just above the desk, so that the signalman can be
aware of all train movements. As with the items of furniture in the ticket offices, the
origin of the register desk can be traced back to an eighteenth century type, in this case
the counting house desk used by a clerk either standing or sitting on a high stool. The
Midland Railway desks were designed for standing use because the signalman had to
move to and from the levers without obstruction. Consequently, no matching stools
have been found.
A common furnishing of Midland signal boxes was a combined seat and storage box
called a locker. This can be compared to the lodging box (or kist in Scotland) inside
which a farm worker would keep his belongings and upon which he would sit. A bothy
lad would own his own lodging box, but in signal boxes one locker was provided by
the company and this had to be shared by all the men, each having his own
compartment. During the shift, this would usually serve as the main seat. Midland
lockers were made to a common pattern and are instantly recognisable (Figures 12. and
13). They are of rectangular box construction raised on a broad plinth base, with three
separate compartments with locks and a settle back constructed of horizontal planks,
sometimes rounded off at the top corners. For obvious reasons, there are no beds in
signal boxes, but in almost every case the Midland lockers on the Settle-Carlisle line
have been adapted by the addition of a sloping end-board and mattress cushions to
allow the signalman to recline. In Figure 1 1 you can see how the clock has been moved
onto the cross-beam so that the reclining signalman can nevertheless keep a strict eye
on the clock and anticipate the arrival of the next running train.
As in a bothy, simple food was prepared by signalmen and for this purpose a stove
was provided for heating and cooking. Electric ovens and microwaves have taken over
cooking duties, but in the Settle-Carlisle boxes the likelihood of extreme weather
conditions in winter and the possibility of being cut off by snow, keeps the reliable solid
fuel stoves in commission in some boxes. Paraffin lamps also still remain in some boxes
(Hellifield is an example) though electricity has taken over.
Attendant to the stove might have been one or more chairs. Record photographs of
nineteenth century signal boxes on other lines show that hoop-backed Windsors or
smoker’s bow chairs were used (Figure 14) — another instance of the use of existing
local furniture types in a new context — but we saw no chairs that could conceivably
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iz . ‘ Midland locker’ in Garsdale signal box,
shown without cushions but with the standard
addition o f a back-rest to allow the signalman
to recline

13 . ‘Midland locker’ in Garsdale signal box,
shown with its cushions. This locker is at right
angles to the main frame, drawn up alongside
the stove

date from the nineteenth century provision. Chairs have such personal associations that
it is possible that some of the early ones supplied have subsequently migrated with their
retiring occupants. At Garsdale signal box we were told that rocking chairs had been
common in signal boxes on the line until very recently, but none remained in the boxes
we visited. What is clearly a ubiquitous practice is the importation of old domestic
armchairs or more comfortable upholstered chairs from other offices, not necessarily
having any railway connections. At Garsdale a twentieth century B.R. chair of the
pattern to be discussed later in this article, is now in use in the signal box.
Stools, however, occur in many photographs of signal box interiors throughout the
railway system. Good, original examples were found in all three of the boxes that we
examined, even if they were sometimes in a very worn condition (Figure 15). They are
of plank construction, like the Scottish ‘creepie’ stool, and are typically multi-purpose.30
These conveniently small stools, with carrying holes in their tops, could be used as seats
either inside the box or out, as stands for pots by the stove or for water vessels, as steps
for reaching high places or even as small tables for use when reclining on the locker. At
an average height of 20 inches, the railway versions are higher than the normal
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Interior of an L N E R signal box, showing a hoop back W indsor chair in front of the hearth
National Railway Museum, York
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15.

Stool from Settle junction signal box, still retaining some of
its ‘Midland Red’ paint
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16.
Small table from Garsdale
signal box. This pattern seems to
have been supplied to all signal
boxes on the line. The top is
traditionally covered with the same
brown linoleum that covers the floor

household stool of this type. Is this because they were intended to be used with tables
and/or because the signalman had necessarily to sit higher to ensure a good view up
and down the line? Because of their heavy use and resulting battered condition, several
of these stools reveal their original Midland Railway livery of crimson lake beneath
many layers of later paint. Like the Midland lockers, the signal box stools retain a
strong link with simple vernacular tradition.
Small tables of an identical pattern were found in all three boxes that we visited
(Figure 16), at the locker end of the box. These would have been used for eating and for
the various occupations that were encouraged for signalmen to pass time between trains
and to keep them alert when traffic on the line was light. These tables are now painted
grey but may originally, like the stools, have been in crimson lake. At Garsdale the table
is covered, as tradition demands we were told, with the same brown linoleum that covers
the floor of the signal box, both cleaned and polished regularly by signalmen.
John Claudius Loudon makes the interesting observation that iron furniture, for
reasons of hygiene and robustness, was introduced into public houses during the early
nineteenth century. Though cast-iron benches were seen on the Settle-Carlisle line, the
signal box furniture was deeply conservative in its design and based upon traditional
vernacular and eighteenth century commercial prototypes. The only item of iron
furniture seen in the Settle-Carlisle boxes was a basin stand at Settle Junction box. We
were told that several of these are in use on the line because running water is not
generally available in the signal boxes. These simple tripod stands are highly utilitarian
supports for the enamel bowls and perforated soap dishes, one refinement being the
small swinging arm for a towel. These, surely, were acquired from a specialist supplier
by the Stores Committee.
LAM P RO O M S AN D

P ER M A N EN T W A Y HUTS

Moving on to even smaller buildings in the railway hierarchy, lamp rooms are of
interest to the furniture historian because of their specially designed contents. Lamp
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17 .
Cupboard from the lamp cabin
or paraffin shed adjacent to Settle
Junction signal box. The panelled
cupboard is still painted red. The
zinc top was designed to protect the
wood from saturation with paraffin

rooms, unofficially known as paraffin sheds, are detached structures in which signal
lamps and paraffin are stores and where the lamp man prepares the lamps for use once
a week before walking the line and installing them inside signals. Because of their high
flammability, lamp rooms are usually situated some yards from signal boxes or other
station buildings. Notable in the Settle-Carlisle lamp rooms are the characteristic lamp
cupboards (Figure 17). These have an enclosed base with two panelled doors and an
overhanging zinc top with a raised rim. The waist height top surface is used for filling
lamps and trimming their wicks and is covered in zinc to prevent paraffin soaking
through the pine carcase. Except for the zinc top, they are not dissimilar to boot
cupboards, a standard item in the nineteenth century domestic furniture manufacturer’s
repertoire. Accompanying the lamp cupboards are rudimentary stools used as stands
for paraffin canisters and, outside at least one of the lamp rooms, large wooden trestles
that support the paraffin drums. Lamp rooms and their distinctive equipment are still
in use on the Settle-Carlisle line.
Other buldings that have furniture worth recording include the small cabins for
sheltering permanent way gangs. There is a now-abandoned example at Garsdale that
has a match-boarded interior to dado height fitted with a simple plank bench that
continues around the perimeter of the room, only interrupted by a small brick hearth.
On one wall, above the bench seat and below a small shuttered opening, is a slope-top
desk mounted on the wall with brackets. This was presumably used by men signing in
for work or for paying men at the end of the week.31

T W E N T IE T H

C E N T U R Y IT E M S

As mentioned previously, we found no nineteenth century chairs surviving on the
Settle-Carlisle line, but scattered throughout the waiting rooms, ticket offices and
station store-rooms is a number of twentieth century birch and plywood chairs of a
singular design (Figure 18). The chairs are of tablet back form, the hollowed top rail
made of ply and fixed to slightly raked uprights chamfered on their inner angles. The
backward-tilting, flared seats with triangular corner braces beneath are raised on
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18.

Birch chair made for British Rail, Midland Region, about

1947 55
-

-

straight square-sectioned forelegs united by side and medial stretchers. On the inner
face of the back seat rail the chairs are stamped ‘B R (M)’ , indicating manufacture in
the British Rail workshops for the Midland Region. Several examples were found with
slip seats covered in a variety of British Rail moquettes (worthy a study in themselves).
One (at Settle station) showed a fixed, dyked seat of birch. In all cases the tops of the
front legs showed heavily chamfered inner corner edges, clearly designed thus for
decorative effect.
At Appleby, in the booking office, is a plain, painted pine kneehole desk, the brass
handles stamped ‘N E R \ This is another incomer, perhaps brought here in the 1960s
when the station at Appleby East (ex LNER station) closed.
One of the most surprising and decorative twentieth century survivals was the bold
red and beige hearth rug in Axminster weave found in the Friends shop at Appleby
(Figure 19). The design, with its complex shadings from red to beige and back again is
more reminiscent of the 1930s than the 1950s yet the design incorporates the name
‘BRITISH RAILWAYS’ so it cannot have been made before nationalisation in 1947.
Already the Friends appreciate its fragility and have retired it from use while its colours
are still vivid and its pile respectable.
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C O N C L U S IO N

What is clear from this one case study is that the subject of railway furnishings is crying
out for sustained investigation and we very much hope that some scholar will take up
the task. The subject needs to be approached from a variety of directions including the
recording of surviving furniture, archival work in the records of individual railway
companies and in photograph collections, investigation of specialist trade literature
including periodicals, local archival work on larger manufacturing cabinet makers
(particularly in the cities that were the headquarters of particular companies) and oral
history based on railway communities.
Meanwhile, the notes on which this study was based and all the photographs will be
lodged with the Victoria and Albert Museum, London, for the use of scholars who are
inspired to follow further in Christopher Gilbert’s footsteps.
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